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Abstract 

The reliability of train operations is a critical performance indicator for railway planners for the 
quality of the product they offer to railway passengers. Due to the existing use and shortage of 
capacity the reliability is threatened. An increasing market demand requires fitting even more 
services in the railway system, thus solutions to this situation are needed. Sometimes authorities 
take decisions not scientifically justified leading to upgraded infrastructure scenarios without 
analysing the need of increasing line capacity in order to meet a certain increase of demand. 
Detailed research may give more efficient alternatives whereby the supply of these can meet the 
demand. This thesis presents an analysis based on the Blocking Time Theory to find out some state-
of-the-art alternatives to upgrade the capacity of the mainly double-track line with mixed operation 
between Den Haag and Rotterdam (Dutch railway network). The research specifically addresses to 
the signalling system and infrastructural extensions in order to come up with efficient scenarios to 
solve the capacity problem. A solution to an increase of train services is found using an iterative 
procedure to extend a second-track per line direction, whereas signalling improvements appear not 
to give a substantial contribution to increase the capacity, but might improve the timetable stability. 
Computations, which are carried out using the simulation tool RailSys under selected train services 
and timetable data for 1999, show the different scenarios’ track occupation estimates assessed both 
in southbound and northbound directions. The following table summarizes the results obtained. 
 

Track Occupation [%] Scenario 
Southbound Northbound 

Status Quo 1999 90 88 
Signalling A 89 89 
Signalling B 85 81 
Signalling C 85 79 
Infrastructure D  76 73 

  
Status Quo 1999  Existing capacity situation in 1999. 
 

Signalling A  Block lengths according to an speed operational criterion. 
 

Signalling B  Block lengths according to efficient capacity criterion. 
 

Signalling C  ATC implementation. 
 

Infrastructure D  Double-track extension per direction in an upgraded demand scenario. 
 
The different second track extension scenarios performed are characterized by an average track 
occupation decrease within 12% when either Delft or Delft Zuid stations are provided with a new 
platform, whereas at Schiedam station only a 4% is estimated. The above table only shows the 
application of these theoretical results to asses their consequences of increased capacity to fit 
demand forecasts for year 2020. This could be achieved, among others, through shortest quadruple-
track extension form Rijswijk to Delft Zuid (case showed in the table above) or to Delft that might 
achieve an average line occupation within 74% and 84% respectively, involving them within the 
planned tunnel construction at Delft station. For the scope of other research projects, further 
research on a complete CBA should be done to make suitable decisions, and new timetable 
concepts could be proposed based on: a reduction of different train services operated, a speed 
increase of local trains and dwell time optimization at stations due to their proved influence on 
capacity bottlenecks as assessed from the blocking time diagrams obtained in this research. 




